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Match the following words with their definitions:

Read Adam’s post about his new style. Answer the questions.



1. to dress yourself in something ________


2. type of clothes that people wear to official events ________


3. when something is the right size for you.


4. to put on nice clothes for a special occasion ________


5. popular or fashionable ________


6. to have clothes on your body ________


7. to remove clothes from your body ________


8. relaxed and comfortable style ________


9. to put on clothes in a store to see if they fit and look good ________


10. to look well together with something else ________


11. to look good on someone ________



I used to wear jeans and a T-shirt every day. I didn't like dressing up or 

going shopping. Then I met my girlfriend, Maria. She loves fashion. She 

buys new clothes every week. One day, she said, 'Let's try to change your 

style.' We went to a big shop and we tried on lots of different things. I 

can't say it was easy, hah.  Finally, Maria chose formal pants with a casual 

sweater for me. The pants were grey and the sweater was red. At first, I 

thought it looked terrible but then I looked in the mirror and I liked it! The 

colour of the sweater really suited me. I bought some black shoes to 

match with the outfit. Maria also helped me choose some other clothes. 

Now I have a lot of new clothes. I have a green jacket and a white shirt. I 

have a blue sweater and some brown pants. I have a black hat and a yellow 

scarf! Now I look great! I love fashion and I even love shopping! I'm pretty 

stylish now - just like Harry Styles! Or almost like him…


to try on to wear trendy/stylish

formal casual to put on to suit to match with to dress up

to fitto take off
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Questions about the text:

Fill in the gaps in the following conversations with the words from

exercise 1. Some words can be used a few times.
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1. What was the Adam's style before meeting Maria?


2. What outfit did Maria choose for Adam?


3. Did Adam like the outfit?


4. What other clothes did Adam buy with Maria's help?


5. How does Adam feel about his new style now?

Hi Jane, I love the dress you're _____(1)! Where did you get it? 

Hey Mark, do you have any _____(3) clothes for the party tonight?

Samantha, this scarf really _____(5) with your outfit.

Jake, why did you _____(6) your coat? It's really hot outside.

Anne, do you prefer _____(8) or _____(9) clothes?

I bought it last week. Do you want to _____(2) it on?

No, I don't. I don’t want to _____(4) for it.

Thank you, I bought them together.

 I know, I will _____(7) it off outside. It’s cold in the room!

I usually wear _____(10), but for special occasions, I _____(11).
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This dress looks great on you, Mary!

I'm not sure if this jacket will _____(13) me.

Thanks, it _____(12) me well.

Let me check the size for you.

Put the words in the right order to make sentences:
5
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1. She / to / long / every / likes / skirts / day / wear


2. have / for / to / up / dress / the / We / party


3. this / I / try / white / to / want / on / shirt


4. match / red / the / red / with / bag / well / The / shoes


5. go / Please / jacket / put / outside / on / before / your / blue / you


6. take / your / Can / hat / you / off


7. fits / don't / perfectly / dress / you / think / This


8. and / suit / He / handsome / looks / tie / his / in


9. clothes / work / casual / She / at / wears


10. She / a / dress / wore / the / to / wedding / formal


11. His / is / very / stylish / and / outfit / modern


12. brand / has / That / trendy / of / clothes / lot / a
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Choose the writing task:6
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Choose the writing task. Write 4-6 sentences. Use at least 4 words from 
exercise 1.
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1. Write a social media post about how you choose your outfit for the day.



2. Create a blog post about your favorite fashion trend.



3. Write a message to a friend about your last shopping trip. Talk about the clothes you bought and 
tried on. 
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Correct answers
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Exercise 1. 

 Exercise 2. 



Exercise 3. 



Exercise 4. 

 Exercise 5.



Exercise 6.



Made in  “Word-Definition Matching” tool.

Correct answers:

1. Adam used to wear jeans and a T-shirt every day.

2. Maria chose formal pants and a casual sweater for Adam.

3. No, at first Adam thought the outfit looked terrible, but then he liked it.

4. With Maria's help, Adam bought a green jacket, a white shirt, a blue sweater, 
some brown pants, a black hat, and a yellow scarf.

5. Adam loves his new style and feels great about it.

Made in the “Create a text” tool. 

Made in the “Open Questions” tool. 

Made in the “Communicative 
situations” + “Fill in the gap” tools. 

Made in the “Sentences with target 
vocabulary” + “Scramble the words” tools. 

Made in the “Creative writing” tool.

Correct answers
 to put o
 forma
 to fi
 to dress u
 trendy/stylis
 to wea
 to take o
 casua
 to try o

 to match wit
 to suit

Correct answers:

1. wearing

2. try

3. formal

4. dress up

5. matches

6. put on

7. take

8-9. casual/formal

10. casual

11. dress up

12. suits

13. fit


Correct answers:

1. She likes to wear long skirts every day.

2. We have to dress up for the party.

3. I want to try on this white shirt.

4. The red shoes match well with the red bag

5. Please put on your blue jacket before you go outside.

6. Can you take off your hat

7. This dress fits perfectly, don't you think

8. He looks handsome in his suit and tie.

9. She wears casual clothes at work.

10. She wore a formal dress to the wedding.

11. His outfit is very stylish and modern.

12. That brand has a lot of trendy clothes.



